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Mark Scheme
 

Q1.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
yellow / orange /red (1) Combinations of yellow/orange/red

pink
(1)

 

 

 

Q2.           

 

 

Q3.           
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Q4.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) electrolysis Allow any phonetically correct spelling (1)
(a)(ii) A description including two of the

following

Burns/ ignites (1)
Squeaky (1)
pop/explodes (1)
water formed (1)

Ignore references to splint (2)

(b)(i) Bhydrochloric acid  (1)
(b)(ii) C calcium carbonate  (1)
(b)(iii) An explanation linking two of the

following

alkali/ base (1)
(remedy) reacts with/ reduces/
removes (acid) (1)
(that is in) excess (1)
neutralises (acid) / pH raised/
forms water (1)
pain {removed/relieved} (1)

 (2)

(c) magnesium nitrate / Mg(NO3)2 (1)
water /H2O (1)

Reject hydrogen oxide (2)

 

 

 

Q5.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) A – air  (1)

(b)(i) gas ignore g alone (1)
(b)(ii) reaction is reversible / reaction goes

both ways
reaction is in /reaches equilibrium (1)

(c) ammonia + sulfuric acid → Allow = for → (2)
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ammonium sulfate (2)
left hand side (1)
right hand side (1)

(d) improve crop yields / promote plant
growth

 

crops grow faster
adds essential elements / OWTTE

(1)

(e)(i) burette  (1)
(e)(ii) indicator / any named acid-base

indicator
ignore Universal indicator (1)

 

 

Q6.           

 

 

Q7.           
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Q8.           

 

 

Q9.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
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(a) A description including

excess magnesium oxide (1)

filter (to remove excess solid /
magnesium oxide) (1)

 

 

(2)

(b) MgCO3 + H2SO4 → MgSO4 + H2O
+ CO2 (2)

left hand side (1)
right hand side (1)

 

max 1 if incorrect balancing

(2)

(c) A calculation involving
mass of solid = 258.515 –
258.450 (1)
                    ( = 0.065 g)

concentration = 0.065 × 1000⁄500
 (1)
                    (= 0.130 (g dm-3))

 

 

allow TE from mass of solid for
second mark

 

(2)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(d) A description including some of the following points

hardness caused by dissolved calcium and/or magnesium
ions
boiling water
removes temporary hardness only / not permanent
hardness
ions removed
by formation of limescale / calcium carbonate

ion exchange resin
run tap water through resin
calcium and / or magnesium ions are exchanged for other
ions
which do not cause hardness

allow full credit for use of other correct methods such as use of
washing soda

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description e.g. temporary hardness by boiling water /

permanent hardness (& temporary hardness) by ion exchange
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description e.g. use of ion exchange and boiling water
removes ions causing hardness
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a simple description and explanation e.g. boiling water removes only
temporary hardness, ion exchange resin removes both types of
hardness, by removing calcium and/or magnesium ions from hard
water
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the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

 

 

 

Q10.          

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC * A description including some of the following points

reactants

dissolve reactants (in water)
mix reactants / solutions
use of appropriate apparatus
stir

separate product

filter
use of filter funnel and paper

making pure dry salt

solid on filter paper
wash with water
dry in oven / leave to dry / in a warm place

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description e.g. mix the two reactants in a beaker OR wash

solid and leave to dry.
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description e.g. mix solutions of the reactants in a beaker
and then filter.
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description e.g. mix solutions of the reactants in a beaker
then filter, wash solid and leave to dry.
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors
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